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1 Objectives and status

The following objectives are repeated from the original statement of work:

- Formalize the notion of anytime inference. This work will consist of an extension to Ginsberg's work on multivalued logics, since this earlier work allows arbitrarily finely grained responses to declarative queries. We will also develop a procedure that responds to a declarative query in an anytime fashion, in that it returns the correct answer in the large runtime limit but only approximate answers in shorter times. Both uniform and nonuniform convergence will be addressed.

Status Completed. The formalization involved generalizing the notion of a modal operator [2], and the algorithm was described in [3] and [4]. The nature of the convergence of this algorithm led to a variety of interesting results described in [7].

- Implement the formalization developed above. Once again, we will proceed by extending the existing implementation of multivalued logics. We hope to include both facilities to interrupt the inference procedure at an arbitrary time, and for the procedure to stop and return (in a resumable state) as soon as it obtains an approximate answer that meets user-supplied "validity" requirements. If sufficient progress has been made in areas supported by other agencies, we will apply the implemented system to the solution of a simple planning problem in a real-time environment.

Status Completed. The results were implemented and included in the MVL theorem-proving system [1, 5]. The use of the system to develop a real-time planning system is described in [6] and [7].
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4 Interactions

4.1 Conference and workshop papers

- "What defaults can do that hierarchies can't," with H.W. Holbrook, Fourth International Workshop on Nonmonotonic Reasoning (1992)
• "A symbolic generalization of probability theory," with A.Y. Darwiche. *AAAI-92*
• "Is there any need for domain-dependent control information?" with D. Geddis. *AAAI-91*
• "Computational considerations in reasoning about action." *KR-91*
• "The computational value of nonmonotonic reasoning." *KR-91*

4.2 Related work

DARPA/Rome Labs-supported work on transportation planning initiative. The ideas developed under this AFOSR award substantially improved our ability to understand the more specific planning problems involved in transportation planning. As remarked in Section 1, the planning work provided us with a specific domain in which our real-time ideas could be tested and demonstrated.